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Abstract
In the modern era, data is being created faster than ever. Social media, in particular, churns out hundreds of millions of short documents a day. It would be useful
to understand the underlying topics being discussed on popular channels of social
media, and how those discussions evolve over time. There exist state of the art topic
models that accurately classify texts large and small, but few attempt to follow topics
through time, and many are adversely aected by the large amount of noise in social
media documents. We propose Topic Flow Model (TFM), a graph theoretic temporal
topic model that identies topics as they emerge, and tracks them through time as
they persist, diminish, and re-emerge. TFM identies topic words by capturing the
changing relationship strength of words over time, and oers solutions for dealing with
ood words, i.e., domain specic words that pollute topics. We conduct an extensive
empirical analysis of TFM on Twitter data, newspaper articles, and synthetic data
and nd that the topic accuracy and signal to noise ratio are better than state of the
art methods.
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Chapter 1: Mayhem at the Ministry: Introduction and Motivation

1.1 Introduction
In the modern day and age, news and, perhaps just as importantly, reactions to the
news, is instantaneous. The second that something happens, the world knows about
it, whether it is a cat video, an executive order, a terrorist attack, or an election.
Because of this phenomenon, news tends to burst out of nothingness and onto the
center stage, only to be forgotten moments later. Many news stories on television
news are now breaking news stories, regardless of the actual importance or relevance
to the average viewer. However, some stories are more newsworthy than others, and
that is reected in the attention span that people on social media have for a given
story. Over 500 million tweets are posted per day [3], along with over 420 million
status updates on Facebook [2]. Twitter, Facebook, and the likes may actually be our
last true measure of what news people nd important enough to pay attention to.

With that being said, it is dicult to get a good idea of what is being said on any
social media site. Facebook only allows access to the thoughts and pictures of your
closely entwined network as dened by your friends and friends of friends. As a result,
one may nd oneself in an echo chamber, seeing only the news and pictures that one
wants to see, and missing the points of view of others outside of ones social circles.
Twitter, with its general policy of openness, is exactly the opposite. If any person in
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the world has an opinion on anything, he or she can shout it to the world for all to
hear. This simple condition makes Twitter the ultimate forum to gain insight on the
views of anyone and everyone. It has been estimated that one in ve Americans use
Twitter every month [1].

Even with this open forum, Twitter still has a problem. It tracks hashtags, which
consist of a word or short phrase that is often not sucient to glean the story behind
the hashtag. For instance, #blacklivesmatter might imply the idea of a need for
equality, but if one just looked for the popularity of the hashtag, he or she would
surely miss the narrative of news stories documenting inequality in America. During
election season in late 2016, #trump and #hillary were incredibly popular. Outside of
conrming that the two presidential candidates in 2016 were popular Twitter topics,
these hashtags provide little to no information about what the dominant issues
of the election were. As a result, it was nearly impossible to keep track of which
parts of the electorate cared about which issues, and for how long they cared about
these issues. Knowing these details might connote the importance of an issue to voters.

Topic models are promising tools for eciently keeping track of what people care
about and for how long. Current methods do not adequately maintain an up-to-date
sketch of active topics. The topics generated are often bogged down by noise and share
a vast number of highly popular words that do not distinguish any topic in particular. We refer to these these words as ood words. The topics themselves changed so
quickly that it was almost impossible to keep an up-to-date sketch of the active topics.

To overcome these issues, we propose the Topic Flow Model for monitoring the
ebb and ow of topics in text. Topic Flow Model (TFM) attempts to identify topics
2

as they emerge, and track them through time as they persist, diminish, and emerge
again. TFM takes a graph theoretic approach to the generative-dominated topic
modeling domain, which we will show provides a better platform for identifying and
ignoring noise, and for draining ood words during algorithm execution without
having to re-generate models after manually removing them. We propose both an
unsupervised version of TFM that identies emerging topics and a semi-supervised
one that allows the user to begin with a set of known topics, allowing for new topics
to be added as necessary.

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We propose Topic Flow Model, a temporal topic modeling algorithm that identies topics as they emerge. Unlike state of the art methods, we propose a
graph theoretic method that identies content-rich topic words by capturing
the changing relationship strength of words.

• We introduce the concept of ood words and oer solutions to gracefully deal
with them.

• We conduct extensive empirical analyses of Topic Flow Model on Twitter data,
newspaper data, and synthetic data, comparing it to state of the art methods.
The remainder of this thesis dives into the state-of-the-art topic modeling algorithms and identies where they fail in respect to noise, ood words, and temporal
tracking in chapters 2 and 3. We then describe the approach of the Topic Flow Model
in Chapter 3, explain how it should theoretically address these problems, and nally
share and analyze our empirical results in Chapter 4.

3

Chapter 2: The Restricted Section: Related Literature

2.1 Related Literature
The traditional approach to topic modeling is well-documented. The eld began by
considering static, non-temporal datasets. The goal was to estimate a given number
of topics given the set of documents by maximizing the likelihood of the topics. The
co-occurrence and frequency of individual words in individual documents contributed
to the likelihood of their being jointly likely in a topic, with the goal of predicting the
likelihood that a given document belongs to any existing topic. Each word belonged
to every topic with some probability. The models were generative and had the two
goals of predicting the most likely topic given a document, and generating a document given a topic. These early topic models turned out to be incredibly useful
for static sets of documents and continue to be widely used today. The remainder
of this chapter overviews the state of the art methods so that we can highlight the
dierences to our approach.

2.2 State-of-the-Art Topic Models
In 2003, David Blei, Andrew Ng, and Michael Jordan introduced Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [7]. Its original purpose was the tagging of scientic articles for
large online databases. LDA is a generative model that assumes k underlying topics
4

have generated the whole set of documents according to a Dirichlet distribution.
LDA can be used to eciently infer and learn the topic distribution given a set
of documents, and, given that learned model, do classication on new documents,
assigning the probability that a document belongs to each topic. It is important to
note that in LDA, every word belongs to every topic, with some probability [0, 1]. In
some other models, words exclusively belong to one topic or another.

The eectiveness of LDA is measured by the authors in terms of perplexity, which
is approximately the inverse of the per-word likelihood for each topic. Instead of per-

plexity, we use another accuracy measure called signal to noise ratio in our empirical
tests, which we dene in section 3.1, denition 8. The accuracy of LDA takes a large
dip when it encounters the levels of noise and ood words associated with Twitter.

LDA was tested on 5,225 scientic abstracts, as well as over 16,000 news articles.
90% of each dataset was used for training, while the other 10% was used for testing.
The authors measured the eectiveness of their model using perplexity, and showed
that it signicantly outperformed baseline models on both datasets. Perplexity is
proportional to the log-likelihood of each word appearing in each topic. A lower
perplexity means that a model is better at learning underlying topics.

The Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) expands on LDA in a signicant way:
one does not have to dene the number of topics k as a parameter to the algorithm
[14]. HDP decides on its own what it thinks is the correct k . HDP holds the same
property as LDA in regards to words belonging to every topic with some probability.
HDP performs better than LDA in terms of perplexity on the estimated topic distributions. However, like LDA, its accuracy suers considerably from the amounts of
5

noise and ood words experienced in social networks like Twitter.

HDP was tested on 5,838 scientic abstracts about nematode biology, and compared to LDA. HDP was shown to perform at least as well as the best LDA model,
in terms of perplexity. They then tested HDP on 1,447 NIPS articles written over
a period of 11 years, showing once again that the model performed well in terms of
perplexity.

Wang and McCallum introduced the Topics over Time (ToT) algorithm for modeling topics with a temporal aspect [16]. The goal was to dierentiate between a topic
that persists over many time periods and topics that appear in dierent eras, but that
are similar enough for LDA to see them only as one topic. It uses timestamps that are
normalized over the dates of the entire document set using a beta distribution. Aside
from the fact that this algorithm suers from serious performance issues compared
to other comparable algorithms, the normalization of timestamps requires the entire
dataset to be known at the start. This leaves no room for online computation, which
is a necessity in the fast pace environment of social media.

The Topics over Time model was tested on 9 months of personal emails, 17 years
of NIPS papers, and 210 years of Presidential State-of-the-Union Addresses. As with
LDA, the number of topics k must be decided on prior to the experiment. The authors
did not use a specic metric like perplexity to measure the quality of their topics,
but instead computed how relevant a topic should have been at time t, versus how
relevant the model viewed the topic to be. These tests are rather biased toward the
ToT algorithm, given that LDA was run on the whole dataset and compared to each
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time period as decided by ToT.

Arruda et al. introduced a graph theoretical approach to topic modeling that
uses word co-occurrence as edge weights between words that exist in the graph as
nodes [11]. Community detection is then performed on the graph by maximizing the
modularity of clusters. The algorithm was tested on a subset of Wikipedia articles,
where 200 documents per topic were considered. The algorithm performed well in
that setting. However, the algorithm is not scalable and was not compared to other
state of the art methods.

Blei and Laerty acknowledge the poor performance of LDA on sequential data,
and propose a Gaussian time series and simpler probabilistic model to deal with
sequential data. The Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) proposes that to compute topics
and distributions for time period t, distributions from time period t − 1 and the
documents in time t should be considered [5]. The authors attempt to minimize
KL-Divergence between the Gaussian posterior of the approximate distribution and
the true posterior. A wavelet regression or Kalman lter can be used to approximate
the topics after an approximation of the topic parameters has been computed. The
drawback of this approach is that the whole set of words over all time periods must
be known prior to the algorithm. There is no room for unpredictable words appearing
such as often occurs in social networks. The algorithm was evaluated based on how
topics from time t − 1 predict the topics on time t. The model is generative like LDA,
so given a topic distribution, a document can be classied probabilistically. The
authors use a subset of 30,0000 articles from Science, 250 from each year between
1881 and 1999. Compared to static models, DTM is more successful in predicting the
topics of time t based on the topics of t − 1. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the model
7

falls the longer the experiments are run, and by the last time periods, is almost as
bad as static models. If a consistent model is desired, this is not the one to choose.
It seems that any errors the model makes in time t are compounded again and again
in subsequent time periods.

Blei and Laerty acknowledge that the Dirichlet distribution, and therefore LDA,
assumes a strong independence of data. In terms of LDA, this means that an independence of topics is assumed, which much of the time is a false assumption. Topics
are often strongly correlated. Blei and Laerty propose the Correlated Topic Model
(CTM) to allow for dependence of topics on one another [13]. The authors propose
substituting the Dirichlet distribution with the logistic normal distribution, which
allows for a covariance matrix to be computed between topics. The matrix adds an
extra feature to the CTM that allows it to predict words and topics associated with
additional topics that are correlated with the probable topics of a document, but that
do not necessarily arise in that document. This secondary prediction of associated
topics is unique to CTM. CTM is shown to be able to accurately support more
topics than the traditional LDA model. The authors tested CTM on 15,744 articles
from Science, from years between 1971 and 1998. While LDA normally sees its error
increase substantially after about thirty topics, CTM manages to keep a low error
with over ninety topics. CTM does not address the temporal aspect of topics as is
done by DTMs, and it was shown in the paper not to scale well.

Blei and Laerty mention the Turbo Topics method for visualizing topics with
multi-word expressions in both the DTM and CTM papers [6]. The method is simply
for making topics easier to examine by humans, and works in a recursive manner to
identify relevant bigrams that might better represent a topic than the unigrams. The
8

algorithm is a time-consuming post-processing step that seems only to be applicable
to LDA-based models.

2.3 Emerging Topic Detection
Cataldi et al. propose an algorithm not for identifying the whole topic set in a
dataset, but rather for identifying only those topics that are emerging in time t [9].
This approach potentially ignores the most frequent words in a dataset at time t in
favor of less frequent words that are signicantly more frequent in time t than in
previous time time frames. The authors tested their results on tweets collected from
multiple days in a row, and on the nal day, were able to identify four emerging
topics. It should be noted that the size of topics identied were signicantly smaller
than those found by LDA and other traditional topic models, but that every word
in the small topic seemed to be very informative of the topic itself. This is a very
promising approach to tracking emerging topics, and it is possible that it can be
extended to track diminishing and persistent topics by remembering previous sets of
emerging topics. The approach dened in this work is the foundation on which we
build our own model. We build on that foundation by making the emerging term
selection more precise, and tracking emerged topics through time, identifying when
they persist, diminish, and re-emerge.

Kasi et al. propose an alternative view of identifying emerging topics that searches
for promising documents instead of promising words [12]. They reduce their search
space to 'novel documents,' and nd k emerging topics in the novel document set.
They decide the novelty of a document based on how close it is to a set of linear
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equations representing an input dictionary. This approach seems to be inferior to
Cataldi's approach because it requires a parameter k , which means that one must
know or be able to estimate the number of emerging topics a priori, potentially
missing or splitting topics in a time period. The authors also did not compare to the
state-of-the-art methods. They tested their model on a NIST topic detection corpus
of 9,394 documents, and a Newsgroups dataset consisting of 18,774 articles.

2.4 Other Topic Models
Yan et al. propose a non-negative matrix factorization algorithm for inferring topics
on a large, sparse dataset such as Twitter [17]. Instead of the classic term-document
matrix, they employ a term-correlation matrix that is the same mathematically as the
graph computed by Cataldi, with the exception that their matrix does not remove low
correlations. The authors test their method against non-negative matrix factorization
on a term-document matrix and against LDA and show that it provides better topics
than the two. They used a subset of tweets from the TREC 2011 microblog track,
class-labelled title data from news websites, and question data crawled from a popular
Chinese question-and-answer website. This approach seems very similar to Cataldi,
but has the potential to have a higher space-complexity and has the potential to be
considerably slower than the depth-rst search approach proposed by Cataldi.

Bhadury et al. propose an algorithm for eectively scaling the DTM from Blei
and Laerty [4]. They show that they can use Gibbs sampling to get an amortized
constant runtime per token, whereas in traditional topic models, the amortized
per-token runtime is O(k) where k is the number of topics. The authors mention
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that they divide the dataset into mini-batches, but fail to mention whether they
evaluate all batches, or are evaluating only a tiny portion of the dataset as a representative of the whole. In tests, they use a 2.6 million document dataset of news
articles containing 'Obama,' and nd 1,000 topics. They fail to verify the accuracy
of the topics, and do not compare the topics of the large-scale dataset to any baselines.

2.5 Topic Sentiment Analysis in Twitter
Wang et al. examine the hashtags of Twitter, and attempt to do topic-level sentiment
analysis using a graph [15]. The authors decide that topics are the set of documents
including a specic hashtag, and do no actual topic modeling to decide which words
belong together. The dataset used in experiments contains about 30,000 tweets
spread over almost 2,200 hashtags. This means that on average, there are about
fteen tweets per hashtag, leading to poor classication accuracy.

Traditional topic models cannot capture temporal datasets, and they are harshly
aected when signicant noise is introduced to a dataset. The naïve approach to
solving the temporal problem with traditional models is to generate a dierent model
for each time period that one wants to analyze, and compare the dierence in topics
from period to period. This approach manages to capture some topics eectively.
However, it gives gives no semblance of the persistence of topics that one might want
to watch transform throughout time. The problem of noise seems to remain largely
unsolved, and any move towards eectively removing noise would be a welcome
innovation.
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Chapter 3: Through the Trapdoor: Notation, Problem Denition, and
Methods

3.1 Definitions and Notation
Our goal is to detect emerging topics in a set of documents and follow them as they
ebb and ow in popularity throughout time. Before we can accomplish this, we need
to dene what we mean by a topic, and what we mean by a document. In this section,
we dene these terms along with supporting denitions and general notation to aid
in the construction of our algorithms.

A term is a string of characters of nite length. T erm and word are used interchangeably throughout the thesis. In the general sense, a document can be represented as a bag of words or equivalently as a vector of nite length. We use the terms

document set and dataset interchangeably in the thesis. While there are many different types of documents, e.g. newspapers, blogs, etc., in this work we use tweets
and newspaper articles as documents.

Denition 1 Let wi represent a word or term, and W represent the set of all words
in a document collection N .

Denition 2 A document is an ordered list of terms (w1 , ...wk ), where k is the length
of the document.
12

Denition 3 A topic T is a set of words, where the size of the set may vary. The
words do not necessarily all appear together in all, many, or any documents, but
are believed to be related based on their co-occurrences, term frequencies, or some
other measure. In some topic modeling algorithms, a topic consists of all words in the
dataset, each with a certain probability of appearing in that topic. In other algorithms,
a topic consists of only words that the algorithm believes are strongly related.

Denition 4 A term − f requency (tf ) of a word is the number of times that it
appears in some set of documents. The term-frequency can apply to the set of all
documents in the dataset, or a subset of documents as dened at the time that the
particular term-frequency is invoked.

Denition 5 The co − occurrence of two terms is the cardinality of the set of documents in which both terms occur. The co − occurrence is not normalized by the total
number of documents in which either appear, it is just a raw count of the documents
sharing the two terms.
In our models, we will output M topics from a dataset of N documents. Some
topic models take M as a parameter and output M topics. Others do not require this
parameter, and will decide for themselves what M should be. In the case that we are
analyzing multiple time periods, which is common given the nature of our problem,
we will refer to a total of τ time periods. Our time-sensitive algorithms will therefore
take as input Nt documents for each t ∈ τ , and output Mt topics at time t.

In any graph-theoretic algorithms, we will refer to a graph G = (V, E), where

V is the set of vertices V = {v1 , v2 , ...vm } and |V | = m, often referred to
as nodes of the graph in the thesis, and E is the set of edges in the graph,

E = {(vi , vj )|vi ∈ V, vj ∈ V }. Whether a graph is directed or undirected will be
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dened at the invocation of each particular graph. If a graph is directed, the set
of edges belonging to a given node will be equal to the set of outgoing edges from
that node. For an undirected graph, |E| < V (V − 1)/2, whereas for a directed
graph, |E| < V (V − 1), since each pair of nodes can have two edges between it. The
graphs that we work with are inherently sparse, and |E| should never approach the
maximum. In all graphs mentioned in the thesis, each node in the graph is equal to a
particular word in the set of documents. It is not always the case that every word in
the document set is included in the graph. All graphs are initialized with V, E = {}
unless otherwise noted.

In our analysis, we often refer to the presence of noise and f lood words in a
dataset.

Denition 6 Noise is the coincidental co-occurrence of two words which do not
belong together in terms of content relationship. E.g. knight and shrubbery .
For instance, in an estimated topic about North Korea developing missiles, one
might also see the words dakota and carolina. These two words have a high probability of appearing with the word north, but in doing so, have the potential to pull
apart the words of a useful topic. Noise and stopwords are not one and the same. In
the example above, dakota, carolina, and korea could all plausibly be valuable words
depending on the domain, but become distractions, or spam, in another domain. It
would be wrong to subjectively treat noise words as stopwords and remove them
altogether, because they might be relevant in the future. The more noise that exists
in a dataset, the less likely one is to discover the correct underlying topics.
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We now introduce a new term: the f lood word. Flood words are a particular
kind of noise, and can be equally as destructive as general noise, but are more easily
identiable. Each document has a set of words (w1 , ...wk ). It is the case that words
have varying degrees of relevance to a topic. Some words are so popular that they
are relevant to nearly every topic. For example, suppose we are interested in a data
set about the recent presidential election. It would not be surprising if every topic
contained Trump and/or Clinton in the top words related to the topic. While clearly
relevant, we dene these words to be ood words. Flood words are words that have
high relevance, but belong to no specic topic. Their presence can deteriorate topic
quality and adversely aect a topic model's accuracy.

Denition 7 A ood word is a high frequency word that is relevant to nearly every
topic. It is a specic type of noise, and like all noise, it hurts, rather than helps, the
overall quality of a topic and the overall accuracy of a topic modeling algorithm.

3.2 Problem Definition
Through our observation of the 2016 United States presidential election, we identied
two major problems. The rst is that traditional topic modeling algorithms are not
suitable for temporal topic modeling. The second is that many topics based on Twitter
data are cluttered with many of the same high-frequency words that we call ood
words. The problem that we attempt to solve in this thesis is that of accurately
performing temporal topic modeling on social media data. Its formal description is
simple: given τ time intervals, and Nt documents for each t ∈ τ , nd the set of topics

Mt for each t.
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3.3 Baseline Methods and State of the Art Methods
To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist another algorithm which shares
the goal of detecting and tracking topics as they emerge, persist, and diminish
throughout time. We therefore employ a mixture of traditional topic models, timesensitive models, and a model for detecting emerging topics only, as our baselines.
Before we get into these methods, we will set up a small example that we will use to
depict what to expect with each method.

1

3.3.1 Topics in the Wizarding World
For our example, we will look at short summaries of Harry Potter books, as described
by a fourteen year-old girl. We will look specically at the second and third book.
We will consider each book summary to be one time period, with each sentence in a
summary a single document. In our examples, we are going to assume that we have
cleaned these summaries of stopwords and punctuation, and that we have lemmatized
words. We will also not include every word that passes the cleaning process. Because
of the small size of the example, there are a few sets of words that would be evaluated
exactly the same. In interest of simplicity, we drop most of those redundant words.
The summaries are as follows:

Book Two
"I cannot believe that Ron stole his father's ying car and managed to stay alive
(but what can I expect, they are wizards). It made me want a ying car! Hermione
1 Disclaimer:

If you have not read the Harry Potter books and plan to, disregard the
summaries. They may spoil things for you.
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got petried, and Voldemort's diary used Ginny to open the Chamber of Secrets,
releasing the basilisk. I can't believe Harry killed Voldemort's snake and the diary
version of Voldemort and saved Ginny!"

Book Three
"This was my favorite book so far. I did not like how Harry couldn't ght the Boggart because Professor Lupin was afraid of Voldemort. Harry found out about his
godfather Sirius, and helped him escape. But he let Pettigrew escape to Voldemort :("

3.3.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
Latent Dirichlet Allocation was created by Blei, Ng, and Jordan in 2003 to classify
large documents such as scientic papers [7]. LDA is an expectation maximization
algorithm that takes as parameters the number of desired topics k and a corpus of
documents N . The goal of LDA is to predict the topic of a given document, or to
generate a sample document from each approximated topic. Term-Topic probabilities are derived from their relation to other terms and their frequencies. Given a
document, the model will compare the word distribution to the word distributions
of the approximated topics, and assign the document a likelihood that it belongs to
each of the topics. Given a topic, the model can probabilistically generate a sample
document based on the probability of each word appearing in that topic.

LDA assumes that words in a dataset are distributed according to a Dirichlet
prior parameterized by α. α approximates the Dirichlet prior on a per document topic
distribution. At the beginning, every word is randomly assigned to each topic with
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a probability based on a Dirichlet distribution. This occurs on line 4 of algorithm 1.
For each word in each document, the algorithm updates the probability of a word
being in a topic based on the probability of the document that contains the word
being in that topic. This is performed on line 8 of algorithm 1. The authors introduce the parameter β , which approximates the Dirichlet prior on a per topic word
distribution. This process is repeated to maximize the log likelihood of the corpus
given α and β , thereby maximizing the likelihood of the topics being the true representation of the underlying topics. This maximization occurs between lines 5 and 11.

LDA works well with document sets that have a more consistent structure, like
scientic research papers (not this one). Unfortunately, the client must know or be
able to guess the number of underlying topics in the dataset. Also, when confronted
with ood words in a dataset, LDA tends to return poor topics.

LDA in the Wizarding World
Let's consider running LDA on the third book. We must decide what k value to give
as input, so we will rst have to guess at how many topics are in the summary. As
Harry Potter experts, we decide that there is likely a topic revolving around the Boggart, around Sirius, and around Pettigrew. We will use k = 3 as our input. Because
LDA assigns every word a probability of appearing in each topic, it's not enough to
just take every word in the topic. We will instead take the top four words for each
topic, based on the probability of that word appearing in that topic. Notice that we
are not choosing based on the probability of a document in that topic containing a
given word. This distinction is important, because in the event that there are many
ood words in a dataset, we might see identical topics across the board if we were
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Figure 3.1: LDA in the Wizarding World

to choose our topic words in the second manner. In gure 3.3.2, we see the output
of LDA on book three's summary. Notice that each word is accompanied by some
percentage, marking its probability of appearing in that topic. The probabilities are
dummy values, meant only to portray what one can expect to see in real output.
As we see from our output, with three topics, we get three topics that are good
representations of what we, the Harry Potter domain experts, expect to see.

Algorithm 1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
1: Input: Corpus of N documents, number of topics to nd k , α, β
2: Output: k topics
3: M = {T1 , T2 , ...Tk }
4: assign each word to a topic T ∈ M randomly based on a Dirichlet distribution
parameterized by α
5: repeat
6: for document n ∈ N do
7:
for word wi ∈ n do
8:
M = update_topic_assignment(wi , α, β)
9:
end for
10: end for
11: until convergence of log likelihood
12: Return M
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3.3.3 Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP)
Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) is a non-parametric generalization of LDA [14].
It does not require a parameter k dening the number of topics to nd. It takes as
input a corpus of N documents, and returns a distribution of k topics. Like LDA,
HDP assumes a Dirichlet distribution of words over topics, but unlike LDA, it also
assumes a probability distribution over the number of topics in the model. Its goal is
not only to maximize the expectation of each topic in the model, but also to maximize
the expectation of the number of topics in the model. It will add as many topics as
the client allows it to, maximizing the likelihood of each topic on each iteration.

Like LDA, HDP works well with document sets that have a more predictable
structure. Unlike LDA, the client does not need to know the number of underlying
topics in advance. Again like LDA, when presented with ood words, it tends to
return poor topics. However, it tends to more drastically overt topics to these ood
words than LDA does.

HDP in the Wizarding World
Once again, we will consider running our model on the book three summary. With
HDP, however, we do not need to be Harry Potter domain experts to run our model.
HDP doesn't require k as an input, so we will just run the summary through the
model and see what we get. In our example, we stop HDP at four topics, but hypothetically, we could let it run into oblivion. Unlike LDA, we will not look for the top
four words. Instead, we will just take the words that appear in a topic with some
reasonbly high probability. In HDP, the model not only assigns probabilities of words
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Figure 3.2: HDP in the Wizarding World

to topics, but also of a topic existing at all. In gure 3.3.3, we see our output. The
topics are ordered left to right, from most likely to least likely. We see that the rst
three topics are almost identical to the three topics output by LDA, and then we see
a more generic topic with the three most frequent terms in the dataset. When we
look at the probabilities of each topic appearing (not pictured), we would probably
end up choosing the rst three topics, giving us very similar output to that of LDA.
Note that the nal say on the number of topics is once again the responsibility of
the client, but this time the client is given more information to work with. Some
clients might include that fourth topic, others may agree with three topics, and then
others might let HDP run for more topics and choose an even greater number of topics.

3.3.4 Topics over Time (TOT)
Wang and McCallum introduced the Topics over Time algorithm, an eort to perform topic modeling with a temporal aspect [16]. LDA has no sense of time when
evaluating documents. Even if two documents were created decades apart, if they
include similar sets of words, they may be grouped together in the same topic. For
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Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP)
1: Input: Corpus of N documents, H , α0 , γ
2: Output: M , topic hierarchy
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

choose G0 randomly from a Dirichlet process conditioned on γ, H
choose Gj randomly from a Dirichlet process conditioned on α0 , G0
M = {}

repeat
repeat
for document n ∈ N do
for word wi ∈ n do

M = update_topic_assignment(wi )

end for
end for
until convergence of log likelihood
until convergence of Gj

Return M , topic hierarchy based on Gj values

example, LDA might group together documents describing the Civil War, World
War One, and World War Two, when it should distinguish between the three. The
three wars happens decades apart from one another, within dierent contexts, with
dierent technologies, and in dierent political climates. The authors of ToT propose
a way to deal with this problem.

The authors are interested in determining signicant time periods with respect
to a document collection. Since time periods do not always map well to pre-dened,
constant time slices, they introduce the notion of normalized time. The authors
use a beta distribution to normalize time based on the varying timestamps in the
documents. New, normalized timestamps are created for each document based on
this new normalized time, which allows for exible eras instead of rigid time slices.
The TOT model is similar in structure to LDA, but incorporates this normalized
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time. It considers word co-occurrence in documents in order to dene topics, but
only considers documents with the same timestamp. Therefore, two topics on war
could exist in totally dierent times, and not be connected. This approach prohibits
the scenario where a topic evolves from one meaning in the early time stages into a
completely dierent topic by the end of the model.

Once topics have been computed for each time period, individual topics are
examined throughout time to decide whether they exist in their original denition in
other time frames.

Our example is not well-suited to depict Topics over Time in a concise manner,
so we will not consider Topics over Time in the Wizarding World.

3.3.5 Naive Graph Properties
If there were a graph property to exploit to easily detect topics of any kind, someone
probably would have found it by now. Nonetheless, we will attempt to detect topics
by evaluating nodes on their degree, degree centrality, betweenness centrality, and
eigenvector centrality. If the set of nodes with the highest values in any of these
properties looks like a promising topic, it might be that these properties could be
approximated eciently, and we could use them to nd topics. The eigenvector and
betweenness centrality measures are extremely costly to compute, but if they work
well, it may be worth it. Degree and degree centrality are cheaper to compute, and
would be more valuable measures if they produce favorable results.
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3.3.6 Topic Segmentation via Community Detection in Complex Networks (TS)
Arruda et al. introduced a graphical approach to topic modeling [11]. Instead of
generating models based on word co-occurrence, they build a graph out of the cooccurrence matrix and the syntactical network. Words are connected in the graph if
they appear together and if they are semantically similar.

The graph is constructed using one of the following three models:

• Extended Co-occurrence Model: Connect words if they appear within D words
of each other, regardless of ow of the document.

• Paragraph Model: create a clique of words in each paragraph of a document,
removing edges of words separated by more than D words.

• Adapted Paragraph Model: Create an edge between two words which appear in
more paragraphs together than in statistically likely for them to appear in.
For our analysis, we will use the extended co-occurrence model because we want
to account for the small, unstructured nature of tweets. We could ignore D because
the tweets are so small, but we chose to stick as close to the prescribed method as
possible. We chose a value of D similar to the maximum word count of a tweet to
reect the size of the documents.

Once the graph is created, communities are detected using the Louvain Modularity algorithm [8] to group nodes together, as shown in algorithm 4. The Louvain
algorithm approximates the density of edges in a cluster versus the density of edges
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from inside to outside the cluster, repeatedly creating aggregated larger clusters
based on smaller maximized modularity clusters.

The modularity is used to compute the quality of each cluster, and subsequently
used as the metric for a greedy hierarchical clustering algorithm in the Cluster
Reassign method, shown in algorithm 5. The number of desired topics k is given as
a parameter to the Topic Segmentation algorithm, shown in algorithm 3, line 1, so
once all clusters have been computed, the most overlapping cluster is broken up and
absorbed by other clusters until there are k clusters left, as shown on lines 5 to 7 of
algorithm 5.

Topic Segmentation works reasonably well, but in large datasets, it tends to give a
mix of large, noisier topics, and small but irrelevant topics. The client is also required
to know or be able to guess the number of underlying topics in his or her dataset
prior to using the model.

Topic Segmentation in the Wizarding World
The rst step of Topic Segmentation is to create a word co-occurrence graph. Two
words are connected in the graph if they occur in the same document together. As
we see in gure 3.3.6, with our small example, we get a well-connected graph. The
nodes Harry , V oldemort, and Escape, are colored dierently because they appear
more frequently than the rest of the terms. As a reminder, we have ignored some
words that are redundant to our example in the interest of simplicity (e.g. prof essor,

help, af raid). Once we have this graph, we run create clusters in the graph based
on Louvain modularity, and we output these k clusters as topics. Figure 3.4 depicts
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Algorithm 3 Topic Segmentation
1: Input: Set of N documents, desired number of topics k , λ, κ
2: Output: C , a set of communities
3: Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph.
4: for i ← 1 to N do
5: for x, y ∈ d~i do
6:
augment_graph(G)
7: end for
8: end for
9: C ← louvain_community _detection(G, λ, κ)
10: Return C

the output of the clustering on our graph with k = 2. Edges and nodes are colored
based on which topic they belong to. Grey edges are inter-cluster edges, which we are
indirectly trying to minimize with the Louvain modularity measure. As we see, there
are relatively few inter-cluster edges compared to intra-cluster edges. This is a good
clustering. However, if we we were to chose k = 3, we would have output similar to
what we see in gure 3.5. In this clustering, we see many more grey edges, and we
actually a cluster with more inter-cluster edges than intra-cluster edges. This is not a
good clustering. With Topic Segmentation, we may conclude that there are only two
topics in the dataset. This answer may not be incorrect, but as we saw with LDA
and HDP, we could have made three better topics. The fact that terms cannot belong
to multiple topics in Topic Segmentation potentially leads to a worse classication of
topics overall.
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Figure 3.3: TS in the Wizarding World, Initial Graph

Figure 3.4: TS in the Wizarding World, k = 2
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Figure 3.5: TS in the Wizarding World, k = 3

3.3.7 Emerging Topic Detection on Twitter based on Temporal and
Social Terms Evaluation
Cataldi et al. introduced an algorithm with a slightly dierent goal from that of
traditional topic models. We refer to this algorithm as the Cataldi algorithm/model
throughout the rest of the thesis. Instead of estimating the whole topic distribution,
the goal is to identify emerging topics. The authors use a graph theoretic approach
to identify topics that diers from others. They use a directed graph to map term
correlation to edges instead of an undirected graph. In their model, one word can
inuence another greatly, but not be greatly inuenced by that word. This opens up
the possibility of words being deemed useless for not only not inuencing a signicant
number of other words, but also for inuencing every word equally. The authors do
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Algorithm 4 Louvain Community Detection by Modularity
1: Input: G = (V, E), assignment threshold λ, modularity threshold κ
2: Output: C
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

Let a community c be a cluster of nodes in V .
Let xi be the ith node in V .
for i ← 1 to |V | do
ci = {xi }

end for

assign_count = 0

repeat
while assign_count > λ do

reassign_communities(V )

end while

G = reassign(G, C, k)
G = G0
until Modularity increase smaller than κ
Return C

not acknowledge this unique ability in their paper, but to us, it is the key distinction
that makes us believe that this approach is the most likely to succeed in a medium as
noisy as Twitter. We will go into more depth with Cataldi's algorithm because, as we
show when we go over our approach, we borrow certain aspects from their algorithm.

Nutrition
The nutrition of a term is the sum of weighted occurrences of that term in a document set. The weight of a term's occurrence in a document is the number of times it
appears in that document, normalized by the most frequent term in that document.
The normalized term-frequency of a given term w for a document di in which w
occurs is equal to 0.5 + 0.5 ∗ tf (w)/tf (wi∗ ), where w∗i is the most frequent term in
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di . We compute the nutrition of each term on line 6 of algorithm 6. In their original
algorithm, the authors compute the authority of the user who created each tweet,
and use it to weight the nutrition of every word in the tweet. We do not possess
the identity of the users who create each tweet in our datasets, so we ignore this
authority value.

Energy
The energy of a term looks at the change in nutrition of that term over time. It
is the sum of the dierence of squares of the current and past s nutrition values,
diminishing relative to the distance in the past, as shown in equation 3.1. The energy
of each term is computed on line 7 of algorithm 6.

energy(w) = Σsi=1 (nutrition2t − nutrition2t−i ) ×

1
i

(3.1)

Selecting Emerging Terms
Once energy and nutrition have been computed for all terms in the dataset, the
method for selecting emerging terms is simple. We output all terms that have an
energy greater than the average energy value times the tuning parameter δ . Emerging
terms are selected on line 8 of algorithm 6.
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Building the Graph
To build the term-correlation graph, there are two steps: computing the termcorrelations, and adding edges to the graph.

Computing Term-Correlation
The term-correlation of two terms is essentially just the correlation of the rst term
to the second term in one time period, taking into account both co-occurrence and
individual occurrence of each term. Because they take into account the individual
occurrence of each term, the correlation of word k to word z is not always equal to
the correlation of word z to word k . Term-correlations are computed on line 9 of
algorithm 6.

The correlation ctk,z of two terms k, z at time t is:

ctk,z = log(

rk,z /(Rk − rk,z )
rk,z nz − rk,z
)·|
−
|
(nz − rk,z )/(L − nz − Rk + rk, z)
Rk
L − Rk

where:

• rk,z is the number of documents in Nt that contain both k and z ;
• nz is the number of documents in Nt that contain z ;
• Rk is the number of documents in Nt that contain k ;
• L is the total number of documents in Nt .
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(3.2)

Term-Correlations in the Wizarding World
If we look at the summary of book three, we can easily compute the correlations
of each word to the rest. For instance, if we wanted to compute the correlation of
Boggart to Harry, and Harry to Boggart, we would take the following counts:

• Harry and Boggart co-occur in one document.
• Harry occurs in two documents.
• Boggart occurs in one document.
• There are a total of four documents (sentences) in the summary of book three.
From those counts, we can compute the correlation of Boggart to Harry to be
equal to 23 , whereas the correlation of Harry to Boggart is only 21 . From the correlations, it is clear that Harry has more inuence on Boggart than Boggart has on Harry.

Adding Edges to the Graph
For each term-correlation computed, a possible edge in the graph exists with a weight
equal to the correlation value. The authors add all edges to the graph, and then
remove those whose correlations are below the average correlation value. The graph
is created on line 10 of algorithm 6.

Topic Detection
Once the graph has been constructed, a depth-rst search (DFS) is run from each
emerging term in turn. Each node that is reached is marked. Once the DFS completes,
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a DFS is run from each marked node. If the DFS from the marked node manages to
reach the emerging term, then the marked node is included in the topic. This double
DFS, if completed, gives a strongly connected component based on the emerging
term, and is output as an emerging topic. Because the graph is directed, it is not
enough for the emerging term to be able to reach a term to include it in the topic.
The key factor is that the secondary term must also be suciently correlated with
the emerging term and the other terms on the path of the DFS. This distinction
makes the strongly connected component extremely exclusive, and extremely high
quality, when one is found. The depth-rst topic discovery is performed on line 13 of
algorithm 6.

This depth-rst search approach indirectly imposes a rule on the topics that is
not shared with traditional topic models. Any two topics that share one word will
share all of their words, and are therefore one and the same. One word can belong
only to one unique topic, and therefore topics cannot share words. This does not
prevent two identical topics arising if two or more terms from the same topic are
deemed emerging, as often occurs in practice.

Emerging Topic Detection in the Wizarding World
We will again take a quick detour back into the Harry Potter book summary example.
In gure 3.3.7, we see the results of Cataldi's algorithm on the term-correlation graph.
In this gure, edges are directed, and can be either a single direction or both directions, as indicated by the presence of an arrow on each end of the edge. The grey
nodes and edges are unassigned - they belong to no topic. The nodes and edges of
each topic are colored accordingly. Note that x3 and x5 are present next to each
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topic. This is because both topics will be detected three and ve times, respectively,
as a result of each node being identied as an emerging term. In real data, it is
rarely the case that every node in a topic is identied to be emerging, unless it is
a one-word topic. However, in our small example, all of these terms have the same
energy because they have never appeared before. Note that Escape has the same
nutrition as Harry and V oldemort, but a higher energy, because the latter two have
appeared in previous time intervals (book two).

These results, according to our nest Harry Potter domain experts, are not
optimal. As previously stated, Sirius and Pettigrew should be dierent topics, perhaps that share the word escape. Also, our current results completely ignore the two
biggest words in the whole graph. We should at least acknowledge their existence
and inuence on other nodes and topics in the graph. If one were to read only the
results of Cataldi, they might think us insane for leaving out Harry and V oldemort
from a set of topics about Harry Potter. As Harry Potter domain experts, we present
an ideal set of topics in gure 3.3.7. In these results, we see that the more frequent
terms Harry , V oldemort, and Escape are shared by topics, instead of creating topics
around these frequent terms, as we saw with Escape in Cataldi. To facilitate this, we
have directed edges coming out of these more frequent nodes. In Topic Flow Model,
we aim to alter and amend the Cataldi algorithm to get closer to the ideal set of
topics.

3.4 Topic Flow Model
In order to get closer to the ideal results that we seek, we need to make some changes
to the Cataldi algorithm. We need a more precise method for identifying emerging
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Figure 3.6: Emerging Topic Detection (Cataldi) in the Wizarding World

Figure 3.7: Ideal Topics in the Wizarding World
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terms. Cataldi, as we see with the term Escape in the Harry Potter example, and with
many other words in real data, has a habit of identifying ood words as emerging
terms. If we are to get better topics, this must be xed. We also need a better
method for discovering topics. If we were to perform Cataldi's double depth-rst
search in a large, suciently connected graph, the process might bog down the whole
algorithm and make it too inecient. In Cataldi's algorithm, we may be removing
valuable edges in exchange for a guarantee of a fast termination in the double DFS. If
we could retain more edges while still terminating quickly, we should get better topics.

Aside from amending Cataldi's algorithm to be more accurate, we make a key
observation about temporal topics in general: If a topic exists in our current time
interval, it must have emerged in this time interval, or have emerged in past time
intervals. If we are successful in identifying emerging topics, we can track these
topics as they persist, diminish, and re-emerge in the future. The topic models we
have described ignore the distribution of topics from previous time periods. This is
problematic when trying to understand the changing dynamics of topics. A topic
must be an emerging topic at some point in time, either in the current time period
or in a past time period. So why do all temporal topic modeling algorithms that we
could nd ignore this vital observation? Finding a topic in a noisy medium such as
social media is like nding a needle in a haystack. Current temporal topic models
try to nd every needle in every time period. It is inevitable that a couple will go
missing. However, it is more likely than not that they already found most of the same
needles in past haystacks. Our approach ties a string to each needle we nd so that
when the time comes to search again, we need only to pull on each of the strings to
make sure that those needles are still there.
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Topic Flow Model oers four major extensions to the Cataldi model [9]. The
rst extension is the ability to track topics over time periods instead of just identifying emerging topics and forgetting about them in future time periods, described
in subsection 3.4.3. The second is the ability to merge similar topics, as described
in subsection 3.4.3. The third extension is the improved term selection method,
described in subsection 3.4.1. The nal extension is that of handling ood words.
Topic Flow Model gracefully handles the presence of ood words, preventing them
from being identied as emerging terms (3.4.1), and keeping them from having many
valuable outgoing edges (3.4.2).

We now provide an overview of our proposed approach, Topic Flow Model (TFM).
A high level algorithm for the approach can be found in Figure 7. For each time
interval, it begins by identifying emerging terms, which may represent emerging topics
in the time interval. It then creates a directed term-correlation graph, which is used
to verify the existence and analyze the health of each topic from the previous time
interval. Using the same graph and the previously identied emerging terms, it discovers emerging topics using a double Breadth-First Search (BFS). The double BFS is
used to nd emerging topics, and verify existing topics. Once all topics have been identied, topics are compared and merged if similar. Leaders are chosen for each topic,
both emerging and existing, based on their betweenness-centrality scores within their
topic. They are the strings in the haystack analogy, to be used in the future for verication of the topic. TFM outputs a set of topics for each interval, along with the
set of leaders and the health of each topic for that interval. TFM also outputs a set
of ood words for each interval. The rest of this section dives into the details of how
TFM accomplishes it goal.
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3.4.1 Selecting Emerging Terms
The manner in which TFM selects emerging terms is derived mainly from the
approach used by [9]. Nutrition and Energy are the two borrowed criteria on which
we select terms to represent emerging topics. We introduce the Energy-Nutrition
Ratio as a third criterion in which to select terms.

Nutrition
The nutrition dened by Cataldi suers one major problem: it does not account for a
changing number of documents over time intervals. If there are twenty documents in
one time interval, and twenty-thousand documents in the next, nutrition does not care.
As a result, one could see vastly over-inated energy values or incredibly low energy
values over time intervals that see a drastic change in the number of documents. To
account for this, we compute the nutrition as dened by Cataldi, and then normalize
nutrition by the number of documents in the interval.

Energy
We continue to use the same energy denition as Cataldi. It does its job of accounting
for change in nutrition over time, which is important to keep track of. However,
because energy is a sum of dierences in squares, it is biased toward higher nutrition
terms. A high nutrition term that sees a small change over time intervals might still
have a high energy compared to a low nutrition term that has a bigger change relative
to its original nutrition. In the Cataldi algorithm, both types of terms might be chosen
as emerging terms, when we would prefer for only the term with a big change to be
chosen.
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energy(w) = Σsi=1 (nutrition2t − nutrition2t−i ) ×

1
i

(3.3)

Energy-Nutrition Ratio (EN Ratio)
To account for the bias in energy toward higher nutrition terms, we introduce the
Energy-Nutrition Ratio (EN Ratio). The EN Ratio is a straightforward computation
that holds immense power in deciding emerging terms. A term with very high nutrition
that sees a small change will see a relatively low change in its ratio, whereas a term
with low nutrition that sees a large change will see a big change in its ratio. The ratio
of energy to nutrition, when compared to past ratios, captures the rate of growth of
a term, whereas energy captures the dierence in weight. From one time interval to
the next, a persistent term should see its ratio dwindle, as its nutrition stabilizing
will result in a drop in energy. On the ip side, an emerging term should see its ratio
skyrocket, as its nutrition grows linearly and its energy grows polynomially. If a term
has emerged and remains popular, but does not maintain its rate of growth over time
intervals, its EN Ratio will drop, and it will not be considered an emerging term
anymore, even if its energy is still relatively high. We can compare a term's current
EN Ratio to its ratio from the previous interval to decide whether the rate of growth
is accelerating, constant, or decelerating. EN Ratio is computed online while selecting
emerging terms on line 11 of the algorithm.

EN (w) =

energy(w)
nutrition(w)
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(3.4)

Term Selection
Once we have computed the nutrition, energy, and EN Ratio for each term, we can
select the terms that t within the thresholds of each criterion. To dene these thresholds, we use three separate tuning parameters, one for each value. Flood words, by
denition, inhabit the realm of highest nutrition. For that reason, we want to ignore
them in our calculations of everything else, lest we skew our thresholds too high. We
set the upper bound for nutrition to be the median of nutrition values in the time
interval plus α times the standard deviation of the nutrition values. With this rst
threshold in mind, we move on to the energy threshold. We do not want to consider
any words with exceedingly low energy values, so we set a lower bound on energy.
To be considered an emerging term, energy must be greater than the median energy
value plus β times the standard deviation of the energy values for all terms that are
below the nutrition bound. The energy values for ood words would, in most cases,
so wildly skew the standard deviation that they should not be considered. If the rst
two thresholds take an axe to the set of considerable words, then the nal threshold
is a scalpel, carefully scraping o only the best words in the bunch. We now have a
small window of terms with high energy and acceptably high nutrition, but we do
not guarantee that all terms have truly emerged compared to their old selves. With
EN Ratio, we can easily identify the fastest growing terms in the remaining set. To
tune the number of terms optimally, we set a lower bound γ such that only those
terms with an EN Ratio greater than γ times their previous EN Ratio are selected as
emerging terms. Emerging terms are selected on line 11 of the algorithm.
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3.4.2 Creating the Graph
To nd and verify our topics at each time interval, we must create a directed termcorrelation graph. This procedure is the most costly part of the algorithm, and the
connectivity of the nal graph can greatly aect the size and accuracy of topics. There
are two steps to creating the graph: computing term correlations, and adding edges.

Computing Term Correlations
To compute the correlation of two terms, we use the exact same computation as
Cataldi [9], with one constraint. The constraint that we place on Cataldi's correlation
is once again an eort to curb the eects of ood words. If either k or z appear in
more than half of the documents, we do not compute the correlation. This eectively
removes the biggest ood words from the graph before they are able to be considered
for the graph, and keeps the standard deviation of correlations in check.

Adding Edges
Once we have computed all necessary correlations, it is time to add edges to our
graph. We do this on line 14 of the algorithm. But we do not want to add all edges to
the graph, for fear of a heavily connected graph connected by poor correlations. We
introduce a tuning parameter δ in order to facilitate a simple threshold for adding
edges to the graph. An edge (u, v) in the graph will have a weight equal to the correlation of u to v . In order for an edge to be added to the graph, its weight must
be greater than the median term correlation plus δ times the standard deviation of
correlations. As with energy, the standard deviation of correlations can be heavily
skewed by ood words, so it is vital to remove them prior to performing the computations. A higher value of δ will result in a smaller, less connected graph, where as
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a zero value will result in a maximally connected graph. δ is the biggest inuence of
the size and accuracy of topics because it aects the connectivity of the graph, and
as we will see, connectivity is everything.

3.4.3 Finding Topics
Once we have created our graph, we can start to build our set of topics for our current
time interval. There are three main steps; verifying old topics, discovering emerging
topics, and evaluating the topic set. In evaluating the topic set, we will choose a set
of leader nodes for each topic based on the betweenness centrality of the terms in the
topic subgraph. The rst two steps use the same method to accomplish their goal; a
max-depth breadth-rst search of the graph from a leader node.

Breadth-First Search (BFS)
To search for topics in our graph, we employ a breadth-rst search that was inspired
by Cataldi's topic detection algorithm using a depth-rst search [9]. A breadth-rst
search traverses a graph in a deliberate manner, visiting all neighbors of the root
node, then moving to each neighbor in sequence and visiting its neighbors. This is
dierent in execution from a depth-rst search (DFS), which follows one neighbor
as far as it can before working its way back up to the root and following the next
neighbor as far as it can. In our setting, BFS and DFS would return the same nodes.
However, we add one last parameter to our BFS. In order to reduce the probability of
encountering a chaining eect, where two irrelevant words are connected by a mutually shared neighbor or multiple mutually shared neighbors, we limit the maximum
depth that the BFS is allowed to search before returning to the root. This forces
the returned nodes to be within the maximum depth of the root node, reducing the
search time per topic, and keeping topics tighter together. This maximum depth
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allows us to include more edges while still ensuring that the topic detection method
will terminate in a reasonable amount of time, and should not adversely aect the
quality of topics.

When searching for a topic, we start with a term that we know exists, or should
exist, in the topic, which we call the origin term. We perform a maximum-depth
breadth-rst search from the origin term. Because the graph is directed, we are not
guaranteed to have a path from every node returned back to the origin term. Therefore, we then run the same maximum-depth breadth-rst search from each potential
topic term, searching specically for the origin term. If there is a path to and from the
origin term, then we know that that term is strongly connected to the origin term,
and we include it in the topic.

Verifying Existing Topics
Verifying existing topics is a straightforward process. It is performed on line 17 of the
algorithm. Given the leaders of each topic from the previous time interval, we can run
our breadth-rst search algorithm from each leader, and compare the returned topic
for each. In order to decide whether two topics are suciently similar, we compute
a topic distance. We know that topics come in varying sizes, so we compute the set
intersection and set dierences. The distance is equal to one if the cardinality of the
intersection is equal to, less than one if it is greater than, and greater than one if
it is less than the cardinality of the smallest dierence. A smaller distance implies
that the topics are more similar. A smallest dierence of zero means that one topic
is a proper subset of the other, which means that it should denitely be included in
the larger topic. If the topics are suciently similar, we will leave the topic intact,
adding any new nodes that were detected this time interval, and removing those that
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were not found. If the topics dier too much to remain together, the original topic
splits into separate topics. This system of multiple leaders enables and encourages
the growth of topics over time, until they get too big and split into separate, strongly
connected topics.

After the topics are split or stick together, the topic health is evaluated by computing the mean energy of terms in the topic. If the mean energy is less than the
overall mean energy for the time interval, then the topic is judged to be diminishing
in relevance. If its mean is greater than the overall mean, it is judged to be persistent.

Discovering Emerging Topics
Once we have veried our existing topics, it is nally time to return to our emerging
terms. We take each in turn, and run our breadth-rst search, using the emerging
term as the origin node. This operation is performed on line 22 of the algorithm.

Merging Like Topics
Once we have our set of existing topics and our set of emerging topics, we must merge
overlapping topics. It is possible that an emerging term appeared within the realm of
an existing topic, and it is also possible that two existing topics have converged over
time, and should really be one topic. Using the same topic distance that we used to
split or stick to topics when verifying the existence of topics, we compare each topic
to the rest. If two topics are suciently similar, they are joined, and new leaders
are chosen. The topic health of the combined topic favors the healthiest of the two
combined topics. If one of the seed topics was emerging, then the combined topic is
considered to be emerging. If one seed topic was persistent and the other diminishing,
then the combined topic is considered to be emerging. This system ensures that
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healthier topics are favored, and not forgotten, when combined with less healthy
topics. The merging of topics is performed on lines 19 and 26.

3.4.4 Training Methods
There are two possible methods that are potentially useful for training the Topic Flow
Model. One is a simple warm up method for attaining more accurate topics in the
earlier time intervals, while the other turns the model into a semi-supervised model.
For the rst training method, we start with an observation. One might notice that
in order to compute energy and EN Ratio, we would like to have previous values for
nutrition and energy. In order to satisfy this requirement, we train, or warm up, our
model for the rst s time intervals. In the training phase, we compute only nutrition
and energy, and move on to the next interval.
For the second training method, we must bring up a aw in the Topic Flow Model.
The aw has its roots in our observation that a topic must have emerged at some
point if it exists today. Unfortunately, not all datasets are all-encompassing. When
running an experiment, we are almost certainly not starting from the beginning of
time, so what if a topic had already emerged before we started our experiment? If
we knew nothing about our domain, there might not be much we could do about it.
However, if we had a list of topics that we knew existed in the data already, we could
incorporate them in the training method. Instead of computing only nutrition and
energy to save time, in this scenario, we would give as input a list of known topics, and
treat them as topics from a previous time interval. By the time the training period
was over, the short list of words that are known to be in the graph would grow into
a set of topics. In the algorithm, we demonstrate the unsupervised training method
between lines 4 and 7.
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Algorithm 5 Cluster Reassignment
1: Input: G = (V, E), a clustering C , desired number of topics k
2: Output: G0
3: Let G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) be an undirected graph.
4: for i ← 1 to |V | do
5: if ci ∈
/ V 0 then
6:
V 0 = V 0 ∪ {ci }
7: end if
8: E 0 = E 0 ∪ (ci , cj )∀(xi , xj ) ∈ E
9: end for
10: Return G0

Algorithm 6 Emerging Topic Detection (Cataldi)
1: Input: Nt for each t ∈ (1, ...τ )

2: δ, s
3: Output: Mt for each t ∈ (1, ...τ )
4: t = 1
5: repeat
6: nutritiont = compute_nutrition(Nt )
7: energyt = compute_energy(Nt , s)
8: emerging _terms = select_emerging _terms(δ, Nt )
9: term_correlations = compute_term_correlations(Nt )
10: G = create_term_correlation_graph(term_correlations)
11: Mt = {}
12: for term ∈ emerging _terms do
13:
new_topic = discover_topic(G, term)
14:
Mt = Mt + new_topic
15: end for
16: until t = τ
17: Return M = {M1 , ...Mτ }
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Algorithm 7 Topic Flow Model (TFM)
1: Input: Nt for each t ∈ (1, ...τ )

2: α, β, γ, δ, max _depth, s
3: Output: Mt and f lood_wordst for each t ∈ (1, ...τ )
4: repeat
5: nutritiont = compute_nutrition(Nt )
6: energyt = compute_energy(α, Nt )
7: until t = s
8: repeat
9: nutritiont = compute_nutrition(Nt )
10: energyt = compute_energy(α, Nt )
11: emerging _terms = select_emerging _terms(α, β, γ, Nt )
12: f lood_wordst = compute_f lood_words(α, nutritiont )
13: term_correlations = compute_term_correlations(Nt )
14: G = create_term_correlation_graph(δ, energyt , term_correlations)
15: Mt = {}
16: for Ti ∈ Mt−1 do
17:
new_topics = verif y _topic(G, leaders(Ti ))
18:
Mt = Mt + new_topics
19:
Mt = merge_topics()
20: end for
21: for term ∈ emerging _terms do
22:
new_topic = discover_topic(G, term)
23:
Mt = Mt + new_topic
24: end for
25: for a, b ∈ new_topics do
26:
Mt = merge_topics()
27: end for
28: until t = τ
29: Return M , f loodw ords
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Chapter 4: Seen and Unforeseen: Empirical Evaluation

4.1 Datasets
In our empirical evaluation of TFM, we used multiple datasets; two synthetic, and
two consisting of real Twitter data, one a daily random sample of Trump, and one of
Clinton.

4.1.1 Twitter Data
The Twitter dataset was pulled from a daily random sample of 5000 tweets about
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton from the period of August and September 2016,
during the presidential election. We consider one time window of one week. Twitter
data, unlike synthetic data, does not seem to conform to a useful probability distribution, like a Dirichlet distribution. It contains massive amounts of noise words, as
well as ood words.

4.1.2 Newspaper Data
To gauge the eectiveness of TFM on other data, we employ a dataset of news articles
pulled from the Washington Post. It contains 14,269 articles and spans the same date
range that our Twitter data does. Aside from testing whether our model works on
other kinds of data, we want to see whether Twitter and media sources agree on the
topics of the times.
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4.1.3 Synthetic Datasets
To better understand the strengths and weaknesses of each algorithm, we also generated a synthetic dataset. Here, each document represents a tweet. To accomplish
this, we generated topics from our set of words, assigning each a normally distributed
random probability of appearing in a tweet of that topic. By assigning dierent
probabilities to dierent words, we are simulating the nature of tweets containing
few content-rich, important words mixed in with many less useful words. We then
generate documents based on a probability distribution of each topic appearing in a
time period, to model the rise and fall of topics over the course of time.

To create a synthetic dataset, we dene the following parameters:

• N = the number of words in the corpus.
• M = the number of topics to be created, each with a number of words normally
distributed around a mean of X , with a standard deviation of σ . Based on
empirical analysis, we set σ to two.

• L = the number of tweets to be created per time period, each with a number
of words normally distributed around a mean of Y , with a standard deviation
of σ = 2.

• T = the number of time periods to create a set of tweets for.
• A probability distribution matrix Z = M xT for topics over all time periods
1...T that denes how each given topic rises, falls, or persists from time period
to time period.
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For our synthetic datasets, we chose N = 200, M = 7, X = 10, L = 500, Y = 12,
and T = 7 as our parameter values.

Of the two datasets, there exists one major dierence. For the second dataset,
ood words were injected into the dataset by randomly adding one or two ood
words to each tweet with high probability. After generating the synthetic data, to
add ood words, choose F ood words at random, and for each tweet in the dataset,
with probability P , add a random ood word to the tweet, or replace it with a word
already in the tweet, if we want to maintain the average number of words per tweet.
It is common that ood words appear together, so running two passes of this method
will give us a good distribution of ood words throughout the tweets.
The rst dataset, which contains no ood words or noise, is a proof-of-concept dataset,
meant only to demonstrate that the algorithm works as described. The second dataset,
which contains both ood words and noise, is more realistic, and can be a more
accurate approximation of the Twitter environment.

4.2 Empirical Results
In order to adequately evaluate Topic Flow Model, we present four dierent empirical
analyses. We rst evaluate the ability of TFM and state of the art methods to detect
emerging topics in synthetic data. Second, we compare the topic accuracy of our
proposed approach to the state of the art topic modeling algorithms on Twitter data.
Third, we perform an evaluation of the importance of identifying ood words in
Topic Flow Model. Fourth, we compare the topic accuracy of TFM and state of the
art methods when presented with newspaper data.
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4.2.1 Synthetic Data Results
We tested TFM, Cataldi, LDA, and Topic Segmentation on both our pure and ooded
datasets. To test the models, we count how many emerging topics the algorithms nd
in each time interval. Because of the generation process of our synthetic dataset, it
is dicult to have a large number of events per time interval. However, having few
means that the events are more distinct and should be more easily identiable to the
models. Our settings for TFM were: α = 4, β = 6, γ = 1, δ = 1.5, max depth = 2.
We tested LDA with seven and fourteen topics, and TS with ten and twenty. We
also tested LDA with and without removing ood words for each number of topics.
TFM performed exactly as predicted, nding every event that should have been
identied, with hardly any interference from noise and ood words. The results can
be viewed in gure 4.2.1. Note that in both the pure and ooded datasets, there
exist no events to detect in time period 6, so the graphs remain rightfully empty for
that time period. It correctly identied diminishing topics versus topics that were
persistent. This is expected, since the synthetic data was designed to be as simple as
possible for a proof of concept. In the ooded dataset, TFM failed to identify the last
event, in time period 5, while Cataldi successfully identied it. The results can be
viewed in gure 4.2.1. Cataldi managed to identify two events in the ooded dataset
and only one in the pure dataset. Surprisingly, LDA and TS found zero emerging
topics in either dataset, but were able to nd almost every other topic in the set.
It was as if they completely ignored the one or two topics that they were supposed
to be nding, and went about their business identifying all the others. The only
noticeable dierence between the pure and ooded datasets for LDA and TS were
that their topics for the ooded version contained slightly more noise and ood words.
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Figure 4.1: Pure Synthetic Dataset Results

Figure 4.2: Flooded Synthetic Dataset Results
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4.2.2 Real Data Evaluation Methods
There are three separate measurements that we use to evaluate a topic model's accuracy on a real dataset. The rst is the total ground truth emerging topics detected,
the second is the unique ground truth emerging topics detected, and the third is the
signal to noise ratio of detected ground truth emerging topics. The dierence between
the rst and second measurements is that certain models can detect the same topic
multiple times. We believe that the optimal topic model will detect more unique
ground truth topics with the least repeat and the highest signal to noise ratio. We
describe how these ground truth topics were created, and dene signal to noise ratio
below.

Ground Truth Emerging Topics
Our ground truth topics were chosen from a set of Gallup poll topics from the time
periods in our real data. Gallup researchers worked with our research team to semimanually create a set of popular topics for each week during the presidential election
campaign in 2016. We were interested in specically emerging topics, so we chose
topics from each week that had not appeared the week prior, or that had dipped
in their relevance the week prior, and then returned to prominence. To account for
our specic datasets, we augmented the Gallup topics with appropriate hashtags
and other frequent words not associated with topics and generated additional topics
if new words did not t well into existing topics. In the nal ground truth topics,
we included all possible forms of each word given our cleaning and lemmatization
methods. We also included words that did not appear in Gallup topics but that
frequently occurred in those topics in our experiments with multiple state of the art
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methods and our own method. This addition of words that appeared in multiple
methods did not aid particular algorithms, because the words had to be common in
the results of many methods. These ground truth topics are certainly not perfect,
but we believe that they are fair to all algorithms involved in our tests. If a topic in
our set is incomplete or poorly constructed, it is unlikely that any model will identify
it. As we will see with Signal to Noise Ratio in our results, the biggest hindrance
to identifying a topic is not lacking the ability to nd particular topic words, it is
lacking the ability to control noise.

Signal to Noise Ratio
Because Topic Flow Model is not a probabilistic model that assigns probabilities of
words to topics and such, we cannot use the traditional perplexity measure associated
with LDA. Aside from the fact that perplexity is an untenable measure for our model,
Chang et al. showed that perplexity is not a good measure of human intuition when
it comes to the accuracy of topics [10]. We propose using Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
to measure topic quality. When ground truth topics are able to be deduced for a
dataset, it presents a more intuitive measure of a topic's quality than the likelihood
of words being included in a topic (perplexity).

Denition 8 The Signal to Noise Ratio is the ratio of terms in the approximated
topic that belong to the true topic to the terms in the approximated topic that do not
belong in the true topic.
The SNR allows us to easily evaluate the quality of a given topic, and to evaluate
the overall accuracy of a topic modeling algorithm, by taking the average SNR of all
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topics generated by a model. If Tnoise is the set of noise words in topic T , and Tsignal
is the set of signal words in topic T , then SN R =

Tsignal
.
Tnoise

To test the accuracy of each algorithm in each dataset, we matched the returned
topics with the ground truth topics of each time interval. In order to be counted as
matching, the signal to noise ratio of each topic needed to be greater than or equal
to 0.5. A signal to noise ratio of 0.5 is equal to two noise words per one signal word.

4.2.3 Baseline & State of the Art Comparison of Daily Random Trump
We tested TFM, Cataldi, LDA, HDP, Topic Segmentation (TS), Topics over Time
(ToT), and Naive Graph Properties on the Daily Random Trump dataset. For LDA,
we chose models with 12 and 24 topics. The number of emerging topics was lower
than that, but LDA is designed to detect all topics, and performed best with 12 and
24 topics in dierent settings.

We present our ndings in three forms: the total number of ground truth topics
identied in each time interval in gure 4.2.3, the total number of unique topics
identied in each time interval in gure 4.2.3, and the average signal to noise ratio
of identied topics in gure 4.2.3. The best performing algorithms were TFM and
Cataldi, as Cataldi was designed to detect emerging topics, and TFM is an expansion
of Cataldi. LDA performed admirably, particularly with twelve topics, but the rest
of the models performed poorly. TS identied one topic at time zero, but failed
to identify any more, while HDP and Naive Graph Properties identied no topics
whatsoever. It is worth noting that HDP's failure to identify topics was due to its
overtting of topics, leading to 71 ood words, many of which were considered good
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Figure 4.3: Trump: Total Emerging Ground Truth Topics Identied

topic words in other models. This number of ood words implies that all of its topics
were too similar to one another, and therefore oered little valuable information.

In order to judge TFM's ability to track topics through time, we will follow certain terms throughout the entire experiment. We begin with church. We will consult
gure 4.2.4 in our analysis of the church topic. On the x axis, we have the rst day of
each time period, and on the y axis, we chart the number of words in the topic. The
bubbles themselves include representative words of each topic. The full topics can be
found in appendix B.1. As we see from our tests, the church topic does not exist in
the rst week of the experiment, but it emerges in the second week. From the second
week to the third, the topic grows signicantly to include details about the Detroit
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Figure 4.4: Trump: Unique Emerging Ground Truth Topics Identied

Figure 4.5: Trump: Average Signal to Noise Ratio of Identied Emerging Topics
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church visit. In this transition, we have a topic distance of 0.5, which shows that the
original emerged topic is very similar to the current topic, even though it has grown
signicantly. In the following week, we see the transition from Detroit to Flint, and
as we expected, we see a higher topic distance. In the next week, the church topic
has already begun to zzle in popularity, and joins a noisy topic of similarly fading
words. The topic distance is high to indicate that it has deviated signicantly from
the previous topic's meaning.

4.2.4 Topic Case Analysis: Tracking Topics Through Time
Moving on to new words, in gure 4.2.4, we see the growth of the military topic
from the rst week of September to the second week. Both topics had just emerged
in the rst week, and by the second, had surrounded themselves with relevant words.
The military topic seemingly focused on some sort of trickery that caused outrage in
the military. From the second week of September to the third, we see the previously
small, newly emerged tax topic grow into a topic that clearly refers to calls for Trump
to release his tax documents, with references to Mitt Romney having done so as a
previous candidate, and to Ted Cruz releasing his as a candidate in the primaries.
We follow the tax topic in gure 4.2.4. The words biz , empire, and estate are also
present, solidifying the topic. The topic distance is 0.66 from the second to third
week of September. Over that week, military slips into noisy topics. From the third
week of September to the fourth, the tax topic seems to realign itself with a new
theory around that time that Trump did indeed pay taxes, but was smart with how
he managed them, and paid very little. The new topic is a far cry from the old calls for
transparency, and that is reected in the smaller, more concise topic for the nal week
of September. The topics do not qualify as close enough to join, but are closer than
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Figure 4.6: Tracking the Church Topic Through the Daily Random Trump dataset
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Figure 4.7: Tracking the Military Topic Through the Daily Random Trump Dataset

most, with a topic distance of 2.67. Topic Flow Model outperforms LDA in its ability
to track topics through time. This is not surprising, because TFM was designed with
this particular ability very much in mind, and LDA is not meant to have a temporal
aspect.
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Figure 4.8: Tracking the Tax topic through the Daily Random Trump dataset
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4.2.5 State of the Art Comparison of Daily Random Clinton
We tested TFM, Cataldi, and LDA on the Daily Random Clinton dataset in the same
manner that we tested on the Trump dataset. We use the exact same set of topics that
we did for the Trump dataset to see if there is any crossover in the topics witnessed,
and to see how each algorithm performs on the whole domain of Trump and Clinton.
As with Trump, TFM and Cataldi performed the best. As we can see in gure 4.2.5,
Cataldi actually outperforms TFM in terms of raw number of unique topics identied.
However, according to gure 4.2.5, Cataldi still suers a low average signal to noise
ratio. As we see by comparing gures 4.2.5 and 4.2.5, in the Clinton dataset, TFM
never identies the same ground truth topic twice, while Cataldi identies many
repeat topics.
Accounting for the results of both Trump and Clinton, Topic Flow Model clearly
outperforms Cataldi in conciseness, and the TFM outperforms Cataldi in signal to
noise ratio overall, as we can see by comparing the average values in gures 4.2.3 and
4.2.5. Adding up the numbers from gures 4.2.3, 4.2.3, 4.2.5, and 4.2.5, we see that
Cataldi identied four more unique topics over the course of both datasets, with a
total of 27 unique topics in unique time intervals out of 108 total ground truth topics.
In comparison, TFM identied 23 unique topics out of 26 total. That is equal to a
17% increase in unique topics at the cost of 82 repeated topics. TFM has the added
ability of being able to track topics through time once they have been identied,
which we highlighted in subsection 4.2.3.

4.2.6 Topic Flow Model Flood Words Evaluation
The graceful handling of ood words is imperative to the accurate modeling of Twitter
data. Without consideration for ood words, we would be left with a grand melange
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Figure 4.9: Clinton: Total Emerging Ground Truth Topics Identied

Figure 4.10: Clinton: Unique Emerging Ground Truth Topics Identied
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Figure 4.11: Clinton: Average Signal to Noise Ratio of Identied Emerging Topics

of topics instead of small, distinct topics. That does not, however, mean that we
should just throw out ood words. In them, we can nd incredibly important words
that may just be too popular to safely include in the emerging term picking and term
correlation processes. An example of a valuable ood word that would adversely aect
topic composition is email. It plagued Clinton's campaign from start to nish, and
was so powerful a topic in its own right that it needed no associated words to help
us understand its presence. Many topics were strongly connected to email over time,
but had we not gracefully dealt with ood words, these topics may have joined into
one large and noisy topic, unable to identify the underlying smaller topics that it was
composed of. In gure 4.2.6, we depict the relationship of email to multiple topics
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Figure 4.12: A depiction of the term Email, and its potential topics

in the week of September 4, 2016 that would have potentially created a super-topic
around email, had we left ood words unchecked.
The statistical dierence between ood words and normal words is remarkable. We
can expect that by their denition, they should have high degree and high nutrition.
The remarkable comparison is their average correlation to other terms. In tables 4.1
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Table 4.1: Flood Word Statistics: Trump Dataset
Flood Words Normal Words
Average Degree

935

24

Average Nutrition

3432

8

Average Correlation

0.29

1.18

Flood Words per Time Interval

18.83

Table 4.2: Flood Word Statistics: Clinton Dataset
Flood Words Normal Words
Average Degree

870

23

Average Nutrition

4019

9.6

Average Correlation

0.28

1.25

Flood Words per Time Interval

13.83

and 4.2, we see that ood words have average correlations of only 0.29 and 0.28
respectively. This means that because of our correlation threshold, most, if not all,
edges from a ood word will not be included in the nal graphs. By design, this
relieves the problem of ood words washing out useful topics. However, what if we
were to select only ood words as emerging terms? The result would be a list of
ood words and nothing else, since it is highly unlikely that a BFS can be completed
from a ood word origin. This observation is what led us toward the removal of ood
words in the calculations of emerging terms. Although still very important to track if
we wish to understand our whole dataset, ood words can signicantly damage the
performance of a topic model if not dealt with properly.
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4.2.7 Newspaper Data
We tested TFM, Cataldi, and LDA on the Washington Post dataset, using the same
ground truth topics used for the Trump and Clinton datasets. For TFM, we used the
parameter values: α = 10, β = 2, γ = 2, δ = 1.5, max depth = 2. We expected not to
nd many of those topics, as they were specically chosen with the hopes that they
would be easily found in the Twitter data. Given that news articles are much larger
than tweets, we expected Topic Flow Model and Cataldi to handle them poorly, and
we expect LDA to give a better performance than its performances on the Twitter
data.

The results were surprising. In gure 4.2.7, we see that TFM signicantly outperformed Cataldi and LDA, identifying nearly every topic in every time interval except
for the rst, and in gure 4.2.7 we see that it did it all with signal to noise ratios
greater than or equal to one. Cataldi managed to identify one or more topics in every
time interval except for the rst, while LDA managed only one topic in time interval
three for both its twelve and twenty-four topic variants. These results raise more
questions than they answer. Are the ground truth topics that we chose too small for
LDA to detect when it is confronted with such large and broad topics as are many
of the topics surrounding an election? Why did Cataldi perform uncharacteristically
poor compared to TFM? Why did TFM identify such a large number of ground truth
topics, as Cataldi had done in the Twitter data (compare gures 4.2.7 and 4.2.3)?
Did TFM perform so well because the newspaper data contains so little noise relative
to the Twitter data, or do these positive results actually imply that the media has
evolved their writing styles to be closer in content and composition to social media?
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We attempt to answer some of these questions with hypotheses: The ground
truth topics, while truly popular topics in their time periods, were specically chosen
because we thought that they would stand out best against the noise of Twitter. It
is possible that if those topics existed as small topics in a less noisy medium, they
would be very easily identiable. It is also possible that the popularity of these topics
on Twitter is a direct result of the publishing of many stories about them in the
mainstream media. One hand could be feeding the other. As for why LDA performed
poorly, these topics are all very specic, and LDA is almost certainly discovering
bigger topics that may include the small topics in some capacity but that do not
adequately dene those topics in their own rights. We have not the slightest clue as
to why Cataldi did not perform well in the newspaper data. It could be that Cataldi
was designed and optimized for Twitter, and reacts poorly to outside data. However,
TFM was also designed and optimized for Twitter, and it did ne. TFM's success
might be a result of its more exible parameters, allowing it to t to dierent types of
data. While we adjusted both the parameters of Cataldi and TFM, TFM may allow
us to get a better t for non-Twitter data. If TFM identies two topics that are similar enough, it will merge them. The fact that TFM identied so many similar topics
and did not join them could have one or many causes. It could be that many articles
were written about the same subjects in the same time period, and that the writing
styles, or specic direction of each article did not match enough to create one cohesive
topic. It could be that the dataset was too small, and since TFM wants such specic
topics, it might have found topics around individual articles or authors. It could be
that given the small dataset and fast paced nature of the election news cycles, the
underlying topics changed more rapidly than our weekly time frames, and TFM was
identifying each specic view of a story as its own topic. This topic splitting could
be either a good or a bad thing, depending on the cause. The last question about
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Figure 4.13: Washington Post: Total Emerging Ground Truth Topics Identied

what caused the overwhelmingly positive results for TFM is a much more in-depth
question that will have to be investigated in the future.

4.2.8 Evaluating the Effects of Tuning Parameters
Our parameters fall into two major categories: Emerging Term Tuning, and Graph
Size Tuning. α, β , and γ all aect the set of emerging terms that are selected by the
algorithm by raising or lower the thresholds that they correspond to. δ aects the size
of the term-correlation graph by raising and lowering the threshold for including an
edge in the graph. The maximum depth parameter aects the size of the searchable
graph for every topic by limiting how far into the graph one can search from the
origin node. As we will see, each of these parameters is necessary for getting precise,
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Figure 4.14: Washington Post: Unique Emerging Ground Truth Topics Identied

Figure 4.15: Washington Post: Average Signal to Noise Ratio of Identied Emerging
Topics
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Table 4.3: Eects of Parameters on Emerging Terms
Emerging Terms Parameters: α, β , and γ
Number of Emerging Terms

α

β

γ

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

9276

5

10

0

24

5

20

0

5

5

10

2

20

5

10

4

15

5

10

6

13

5

10

8-12

10

10

0

0

9290

10

10

0

24

10

10

4

14

10

10

8-12

11
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Table 4.4: Emerging Term and Flood Word Comparison
Emerging Terms vs. Flood Words Based on Parameter Dierence

α = 5, β = 10, γ = 10

α = 10, β = 10, γ = 10

Emerging Terms

Flood Words

Emerging Terms

Flood Words

obama

trump

general

trump

general

tweet

supporter

hillary

medium

one

basketofdeplorables

basketofdeplorables

supporter

lauer

iraq

like

#nbcnewsforum

lauer

people

poll

#nbcnewsforum

know

military

military

campaign

vote

war

poll

war

news

u

putin

get

obama

policy
twitter
vote
say
hillary
putin
president
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concise topics at each time interval. We evaluate these parameters on the Daily
Random Trump dataset, with a τ of one week.

4.2.9 Evaluating the Effects of Alpha, Beta, and Gamma on Emerging
Topic Numbers and Quality
To evaluate how α, β , and γ aect the emerging terms set, we adjust them all together,
to ensure that any dependence on each other is not hidden. We specically look at
the week of September 4th to get a good idea of how these tuning parameters work.
The quantitative results can be found in table 4.3, and the qualitative results can
be found in table 4.4. Because we believe EN Ratio is the most important threshold,
we believe that γ is the most important parameter. We rst evaluate how α and β
aect the number of selected terms with no EN Ratio threshold. It is important to
know the approximate distribution of energy and nutrition values in the dataset. We
initially assumed that the values would conform to a normal distribution, but as we
found out, the values were all over the place, placing hundreds of terms outside of the
realm of multiple standard deviations from the mean and median. We test α values
between zero and ten, and β values zero and twenty, based on our estimate that ve
and ten are the appropriate values, respectively.
With no EN Ratio threshold, we see the following results: With an α of zero, we
have an upper bound on nutrition that is equal to the median value of nutrition. As
the median nutrition happens to be one, this gives us very few words to work with.
When β is also zero, that means that the lower bound on energy is only 1.125, so
three words make the cut, but they are complete nonsense words (star emoji, 'aires',
indecipherable word ending in 'its'). When β is greater than zero, no words make
the cut. When α is increased to ve, over 9000 terms are selected when β is zero.
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As we increase β to ten and then to twenty, we select 24 and 5 terms respectively;
a much more manageable list. With α = 10, there is only an increase of 14 words
selected with β = 0, with β = 10 we select 24 (the same number as with α = 5,
an with β = 5, we select 10 terms. This seems to imply that changing α from ve
to ten doesn't drastically aect the experiment. However, when we dive deeper and
look at the actual words that are selected, we see that many selected words in the set
where α = 10 had been ood words in α = 5, and replaced the lower ranked words
as α increased. When we look at the quality of words between β = 0, 10, and 20, we
see that the drastic change from zero to ten, going from a selection close to 10,000
terms down to two dozen. We then see a more modest change in selection going from

β = 10 to 20. However, when we dive into the details to see which exact words were
removed, we see that potentially valuable words such as general and war are cut. We
decide that values of 5 and 10 are near where the optimal values are for α and β , not
considering γ .
Evaluating the selected terms with EN Ratio included in our thresholds, we see a
signicant dierence in the accuracy of our method. As γ goes from zero to twelve,
we see a gradual decline in the number of selected terms from 24 to where the decline
stops at 10 terms with a γ value of eight. The nature of the EN Ratio is illustrated
where α = 5, β = 20. From zero to twelve, γ scrapes o only one word, when it
gets to four. EN Ratio is not sensitive to small changes in its tuning parameter,
but when words are removed, they tend to be less relevant than those that remain.
Upon closer examination, we see that the word scraped o is time, leaving obama,

#nbcnewsf orum, basketof deplorables, and military . This is a good set of emerging
terms, but when we inspect the set of terms where α = 5, β = 10, we get ten terms,
including every term in the set of four above. In addition, we get lauer, war, general,

iraq , medium, and news. In the end, we decided to use the values α = 5, β =
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10, γ = 10. Our nal set of emerging terms for the week of September 4th, 2016 was:
obama, #nbcnewsf orum, basketof deplorables, military , lauer, war, general, iraq ,
medium, and news.

4.2.10 Evaluating the Effects of Delta and Maximum Depth on Topic
Size
There are two main points to take into account when choosing the values for δ and
maximum depth. For one, we want to have small, concise topics that are easy for a
human to understand. The second point is that we must have a graph that is not too
well connected, or our topic search will take too long. To evaluate the average topic
size, we will consider every topic from every time interval so that we can account
for both the smaller, early topics and the larger, full-grown topics. When evaluating

δ , we x the maximum depth at two, and start with values between zero and one.
The results of our tests can be found in table 4.5. At zero, the average topic size is

826 words per topic, which we believe to be far too high. Moving up to δ = 0.25, we
get a much more manageable 5.86 words per topic, caused by the loss of edges and
graph connectivity. At δ = 0.5, we get only 2.26 words per topic, which is probably
too small to accurately portray a topic. We decide that the optimal δ value is at
or near 0.25. We x δ = 0.25 for our evaluation of maximum depth, and start from
a maximum depth of one. We believe that the maximum depth should be at least
two, or else there would be no need to perform a BFS, one could just look at the
neighbors of the origin node and get all that they need. However, for completeness,
we nd that a maximum depth of one yields only three words per topic. A maximum
depth of two yields 5.86, three yields 9, and four yields 21.27 words per topic. At a
maximum depth of ve, we witness a considerable increase in execution time, moving
from seconds to minutes to perform topic modeling on the whole dataset. While a
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maximum depth of two and three both look acceptable, we choose a maximum depth
of two.

The value chosen for δ will inevitably aect the size of the graph in respect to
nodes and edges. It is important that the term-correlation graph be suciently sparse,
so that the process of discovering and verifying topics can complete in a reasonable
amount of time. δ should be chosen to be as small as possible while maintaining this
property of sparseness. There may be an optimal density value of a graph, but we did
not focus on nding that number. In gures 4.2.10 and 4.2.10, we demonstrate the
eect of dierent δ values on the number of nodes and edges in a graph over time.

Our nal choices for our parameters are α = 5, β = 10, γ = 10, δ = 0.25, max depth =

2. We will use these settings for both Daily Random Trump and Hillary datasets to
demonstrate that while picking the right parameter values can be dicult, once we
nd good values, we can reuse them without hesitation on similar datasets.

4.2.11 Execution Time Comparison: TFM & Cataldi
As a last test, we wanted to compare execution times of TFM & Cataldi on graphs
of similar size. We set the edge inclusion parameters to levels such that the number
of edges in the respective graphs were approximately the same. We tested each algorithm on a graph size of 350,000 edges, 190,000 edges, and 110,000 edges. The specic
numbers were chosen because the former was the approximate number of edges on
the optimal settings for TFM, the latter was the optimal for Cataldi, and the middle
seemed to give reasonable, albeit worse, results for both models, respective of topic
quality. We record our ndings in table 4.6, which clearly shows the high impact
on runtime that the depth-rst search approach has. Whereas the execution time
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Figure 4.16: Number of Nodes in the Graph

Figure 4.17: Number of Edges in the Graph
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Table 4.5: Change in Average Topic Size over Dierent Parameter Values
Average Topic Size compared to δ & Max. Depth
Parameter Value Average Topic Size (# words)

δ = 0.00

826

δ = 0.25

5.86

δ = 0.5

2.26

max depth = 1

3

max depth = 2

5.86

max depth = 3

9

max depth = 4
21.27
Note: For testing δ , max depth was xed to two.
For testing max depth, δ was xed to 0.25.

for TFM increases slightly as the number of edges in the graph increases, the execution time of Cataldi increases incredibly quickly. We consider the execution time
of Cataldi on 190,000 edges to be towards the upper limit of acceptable runtime,
whereas the ve days it takes Cataldi to run on 350,000 edges is unrealistic. It should
be mentioned that these experiments were run on a 4.00 GHz processor, and that
both algorithms could be made parallel in respects to the computation of term correlations and topic detection, which could potentially result in a signicant decrease
in performance time for Cataldi, and a relatively smaller decrease for TFM. We did
not run any experiments with parallelization to prove this hypothesis.
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Table 4.6: The Execution Time Comparison of TFM and Cataldi on Graphs of Similar
Size
Execution Time Comparison
Number of Edges \Model

TFM

Cataldi

350,000

43s

5 days

190,000

39s

2 hrs

110,000

37s

28s
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Chapter 5: Out of the Fire: Conclusions and Open Problems

5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have shown the eectiveness of a graph theoretic approach to temporal topic modeling. We introduced the notion of ood words, and demonstrated
how their graceful handling is integral to identifying concise topics in noisy data such
as tweets, and even possibly less noisy data such as news articles. We introduced
the Topic Flow Model, and demonstrated its abilities to not only identify emerging
topics as had been done before, but to track those topics through time, allowing one
to watch topics to truly evolve, diminish, and re-emerge. We compared Topic Flow
Model to the state of the art topic modeling algorithms and showed that it beats
the naïve transformation of traditional topic modeling algorithms to the temporal
dimension. With the newspaper and synthetic data, we showed that its parameters
make Topic Flow Model exible enough to deal with multiple types of text.

5.2 Open Problems
We have shown that Topic Flow Model works well on Twitter data and on newspaper
data. We would like to expand our experiments and ensure that it works on other
types of social media, such as Facebook posts and comments, and Medium blogs.
We also only tested one value of τ in our real data. Our synthetic data suggests
that the value of τ does not matter as long as we have good approximations of
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our parameters, but it would be useful to know for sure. There are almost certainly
optimizations to make picking parameter values less of a hassle. The creation of the
term-correlation graph is the most costly facet of the Topic Flow Model. We should
work on intelligently reducing the number of operations we need to do to create our
graph, or at least, a good approximation of it. The performance of the algorithm is
very sensitive to the size and connectivity of the graph, so if there were a way to
guarantee that the graph had limited connectivity and size, the model could be much
simpler. If we are able to learn about the underlying structure of social media data
through the use of Topic Flow Model, we may be able to make more precise models generative or graph theoretic - in the future. We must dig into the roots of the results
of the newspaper data. The answers to the questions raised by those results could
be key in understanding how to more accurately model noisy data such as Twitter.
Lastly, the problem of more eectively removing noise from topics remains one of
great importance. We take measures to reduce noise, but the problem persists.
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Appendix A: Synthetic Dataset Algorithm
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Algorithm 8 Generate Synthetic Dataset
let d be an empty bag
let A be an empty array of size M
let B be an empty matrix of size T xL
for n in 1...N do
d∪n

end for

7: Generate a random permutation d0 of d
for m in 1...M do
generate x according to a normal distribution on a mean of X and standard
deviation of two

repeat

A[m] ∪ {d0 .pop}
until |A[m]| = x

14:

end for
for t in 1...T do
for m in 1...M do
lm,t = L ∗ Z[m][t]
for i in 1...lm,t do
generate y according to a normal distribution on a mean of Y and standard
deviation of two
let tweet be an empty bag

21:

28:

repeat

let z = Σj∈tweet 1 if j ∈ A[m]
with probability pr = (1 + z)/|tweet|, add to tweet a word randomly
chosen from A[m]
with probability 1 − pr, add to tweet a word randomly chosen from
d \ A[m]
until |tweet| = y
add tweet to the next empty slot in B[t]

end for
end for
for i in 1...L where B[t][i] = null do

generate y according to a normal distribution on a mean of Y and standard
deviation of two
let tweet be an empty bag

repeat

add to tweet a word randomly chosen from d

until |tweet| = y
end for
35: end for
RETURN B
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Appendix B: Church Topics Through Time

Here, we display full church topic from each time interval in the Daily Random Trump
dataset.
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Table B.1: A Display of the Church Topic Throughout the Entire Daily Random
Trump Dataset
Church Topic through Time

08/21

08/28

09/04

09/11

09/18

09/25

N/A

church

church

church

church

church

black

detroit

int

spoke

decit

detroit

lincoln

pastor

@tallahfortrump

misleading

slave

timmons

compromise

deepen

together

audience

military

unrepresentative

@tallahfortrump

member

sanction

#copolitics

rise

interrupted

espionage

frenzy

spoke

little

rioting

dagger

eye

cheer

terrible

#cato2016

democrats

vip

surpreme

nevada

never

interrupt

shore

guidance

freeing

miss

slave

@hillarypix

let

universe

mikepence

europe

opened

pageant

detroit

borrow

meet

lgbtq

islamic

@ddale8

looting

italian

@jamilsmith

canadian

inaccurately

@scottdetrow

sedition

@trump2016fan

cleveland

worsen

introduce

unscientic

burning

hypes

king

#debate2015 *

promising

portray

honey

bum

stupider

bent

Note: For topics of size greater than 25, we display here 25 random words from the topic to show
the noise. The inclusion of the rest of the topic words would add no further understanding of the
topic.
* - #debate2015 was not a typo. For some reason the debate2015 hashtag was still lingering
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